
I Thank God for All of You

Philippians 1:3-14

It is great to be back with all of you. You are a very special church congregation. In fact,
because I have been here so long, you are the majority of my friends. And so every time I come
back after a vacation, I come back with that longing to see you and be with you. I truly thank
God for all of you.

As the regulars here know, our teachings for the summer come from an extended series on a
small book of the New Testament. It usually takes us 8 to 12 summers to complete that book so
I usually don't have to worry about making sure the series lasts through the summer. However
this year we concluded the book of James at the end of July after 11 years. So I wasn't sure how
I should finish off the summer. But I did know I wanted it to be both an encouraging and
challenging mini-series.

So while reading the book of Philippians in my devotions during vacation, I had this strong
desire to bring us back to this book for the next 4 Sundays. We'll take just one section out of
each of the 4 chapters. A passage from Philippians chapter 1 this week from chapter 2 next
week, you get the idea. Philippians is actually the book we did a summer series on back in
the late 80s and early 90s so it's been a while! Let's dig in.

PROPOSITION: Focus on others and their dedication to Jesus rather than our circumstances
makes a big difference in life.

I. Our circumstances do NOT need to define us Phil 1:12-14

READ V 1. This letter was written by the apostle Paul and Timothy to all of the believers in
the church of Philippi. This is a church that Paul helped to start by preaching the gospel of
Jesus Christ for the time in their city. The first to respond in faith was a businesswoman
named Lydia. The new church then started in her home. Later, as the power of Jesus was
displayed, a riot broke out against the new church leaders. Paul and Silas were beaten badly
by the authorities and thrown into prison to try to^op their work. Of course that never stops
God. This time He moved mightily around midnight as Paul and Silas were praying and
singing hymns which is a much better way to face the sleeplessness that came from their
intense pain and untreated wounds. Suddenly there was a violent earthquake and all the
prison doors flew open while the individual chains on each prisoner came off. Now that
can't all come from an earthquake - it was the power of God. At this point, the Philippian
jailer is going to kill himself. Paul and Silas willingly give up their chance of escape, stay in
jail and lead the man & his family to personal faith in Jesus Christ. So this church knew
what pain and opposition were.

Now Paul is writing this letter back to them. But he is in prison again, accused by people
who are trying to stop his evangelism, preaching and church planting. This is such a
fimstrating situation for Paul because they have stopped him from his ministry work, his
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future is in limbo, and he is not free to do what He loves. Yet this book stresses the joy that
can be found in any situation because of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Look at verses 12 to 14. READ. Rather than concentrate on what he cannot do, Paul looks
around for where God is at work around him. The authorities may have put Paul in prison to
stop him from doing ministry, but Paul comes to realize that can't stop the work of God.
This message about Jesus has now been brought to the palace and the military people who
would not have heard it otherwise. And while the outspoken Paul has been silenced, it has
caused many other nameless Christians to be more bold in their sharing Jesus to others, so
now the gospel is going to far more people than before Paul was put into prison! God is
always at work around us. Nothing can stop His work.

So clearly, our circumstances do NOT need to define us — how things are going around us
don't have to dictate our feelings, attitudes or perspectives. Picture the most frustrating
circumstance in your life right now. It may involve sickness, pain or death - problems in
relationships - burdens you carry for others. It may come from failures, addiction or a bad
habit - difficulties at work, school or with a neighbor. Just picture the most frustrating thing
in your life right now — how does that make you feel? Frustrating, helpless, discouraged -
that is our natural response when we feel the pain from these tough situations.

Yet Paul has come to the point where he NOW has a very different perspective facing his
most frustrating situation — v 12 it "has actually served to advance the gospel." What
initially looked bad, God has brought good out of. There is ALWAYS more positive going
on IN our lives and FOR Jesus' work in this world than the major negatives we face. Our
limitations don't have to steal our joy and hope! We are no longer slaves to our situation in
life! Never give in to the LIE of determinism - because your actions and attitudes right now
are NOT determined by your past or your present problems. Paul faced awful circumstances,
yet those did not determine his attitude or perspective - he isn't whining, defeated, cynical
or desiring pity, instead there is a joy and hope that has arisen through Jesus Christ and it
wasn't dependent on his personal situation getting better.

A. Loss of freedom

B. Inability to use his gifts and abilities
C. Treated unfairly

11. Taking time to be thankful for others is transforming for us Phil 1 ;3
So what can help any Christian develop joy and hope in the times of pain, set-backs and
frustrating situations? Let's start in v 3. READ v 3. Paul is genuinely thankful for others. In
fact, taking time to be thankful FOR OTHERS is transforming FOR us! That is sort of
counter-intuitive. Pain naturally makes us want to focus ON OURSELVES - just get a
headache some time and try to write a love letter - all you can think about is your own pain!
Instead of focusing on his own problems (or trying to get people to understand, sympathize
or pity), Paul is "other focused" in a positive, attitude-transforming way. This is a
continuous choice we are offered in life - often daily.
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Picture somrone coming up to you and asking ̂ ^How are you doing?'' If you want to answer
that mostlccurately wouldn't that be a tough question to answer? At any one time, we have
a mixture of good and bad going on in our lives. Breaking my ankle was really painful,
limiting and discouraging because for nearly 2 months I haven't been able to do a lot of
things I normally could do — like fishing, taking long showers or going out to talk with
people. But during that same time I experienced the wonderful help and gifts of others, had
more time to read and I saw Jesus' provision all around me. So "how are you doing Neal?"
Do I focus on the negative or the positive things in my answer? Both are true. Even in
situations where someone seems to be on the top of the world - like Michael Phelps after the
2012 Olympics - we later find out he was struggling so much after this that he became
addicted substances he was self-medicating himself with and he wanted to die. Our lives are
a constant mix of encouraging and frustrating stuff - our choice of what we focus on has a
greater effect on our perspective than the physical or relational situations themselves.

READ V 3. The thankfulness HERE is not about all God does for us in Christ which is also
very important - here Paul is thankful for others - particular what others were doing for
Jesus. What I am saying here is not just some positive thinking, self-help statement. Nor is
this a focus on others about what they can do for us! A right positive focus on others is
actually transforming for us. Notice what Paul focuses on ...

A. Thank Jesus for those who faithful serve Phil 1:5

READ V 4b-5. Paul is excited about others who are faithfully serving Jesus - they are
partners in the gospel from the time they became Christians until now. It is common
in our age to complain about what the church and Christians are NOT doing. Sort of
makes us feel superior. Years ago I instead choose to focus on the good the churches
and Christians^werc doing - what a difference in my perspective - I've been telling
you God i^alway^t work around us^eyer_since. I'm a naturally cynical person -1 can
find problSiFIcmgBefm^ can fmJsuccesses. I wouldn't want to face this crazy,
mixed up world in my natural thinking - its too depressing. And I'm too realistic to
buy into this positive thinking that I can do anything and everj^hing will be fine!

But what I can do is look around me and see regular people serving Jesus - Sunday
School teachers, nursery workers, our sound people, worship teams -1 love hearing
about times you act honorably at work, you help someone in need, you defended the
truth of the Bible, you encouraged someone or you came alongside the hurting simply
to honor Jesus. I'm filled with joy when I hear the times you get to have a spiritual
discussion, share the gospel or invite someone here. When I focus on the good YOU
are doing to advance Jesus' work in this world, there is a positive attitude
transformation that happens in me.

B. Encourage believers with Jesus' transforming power Phil 1:6
Let's continue with v 6. READ v 6. Paul goes on to encourage faithful believers —
whom I'm sure had their own times of discouragement. "/ am confident that Jesus
will complete the good work He has started in each of your lives". But you don't
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understand my failures, my thoughts, or how close I am to give in to temptations at
time. / am confident that JESUS will complete the good work HE has started in
each of your lives. But I have cancer, my relative hasn't spoken to me in a decade or
my kids aren't living for the Lord -1 feel like a failure. I am confident that JESUS
will complete the good work HE has started in each of your lives. This is one of the
great promises of the Bible! This is the work of Jesus, not the other person - this isn't
some meaningless, positive thinking that falls apart in tough trials. Who can we sav
this to? People who have genuinely repented of their sins and trusted Jesus as their
Savior and Lord — then we have seen God make some changejn their life and they
have responded by regularly serving Jesus. This isn't for the lazy~CEri^tian, the one
who just comes to church to do their duty or the one who wants to live like the world.

Here the top evangelist of his day has been imprisoned for over 2 years and has no
idea when he will be released - instead of focusing on himself, he chooses to
encourage others - and in the process he is encouraged. When you face tough times,
look around for a faithful Christian genuinely serving Jesus that you admire and
verbally encourage them with a promise of the Bible - that is who those promises are
for! This particular type of encouragement doesn't just build up the other person, but
it also helps to transform the one doing the encouraging! I Thank God for All of
You. Every time I come back to the church after being away I want to say you are
more special than you realize because God is doing far more in & thru you than you
realize. Jesus is transforming you and He is going to continue until the job is finished!

C. Recognize God's grace in others Phil 1:7
Equally powerful is when we recognize God's grace at work in the lives of others.
READ V 7. Paul says it is right for him to know God will transform them because [go
to the end of the verse] they "share in God's grace" with Paul. In other words, Paul
sees some evidence of God's work in their lives that is simply because of God's grace.
By the^y, the middle part of verse 7 is just saying that he would feel the same about
them no matter what the outward situation.

We often can see evidence of God's transformation happening in another believer's
life more than they can — especially for those who now are more sensitive to their own
sin - their aghast at how selfish, materialistic, obsessive or lazy their thoughts can be.
But from the outside we see progress that is not from self-help - it is the work of
Jesus. We see their faith, kindness, dedication or willingness to stand for Jesus
growing. It's a fascinating thing that when we take our eyes off our own problems and
we rejoice in God's work in others' lives, it actually increases the joy and confidence
in our own lives. That's why in ages past they loved to retell stories of the heroes of
the faith - or read biographies of missionaries. When things are going bad for me, I
love hearing what God is doing in other churches because it helps transform my own
discouraged attitudes.
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D. Allow yourself to care Phil 1:8
Allowing ourselves to care deeply about others when we're the ones in a really tough
situation can also be very transforming to our perspective and attitude. READ v 8. As
a pastor and church planter, Paul allowed himself to deeply care for all those in
Philippi. Ultimately, all Christian ministry is inter-personal. We aren't performing a
service for someone like a doctor, lawyer or plumber who can keep some clinical
distance & still do a great job. Allowing ourselves to truly care, means our hearts
WILL get broken. When I came out to Vermont in 1979 I was told that Pastors should
NOT make friends in their church - that would discriminate, people would be hurt
when you left, and on & on. We were to care in a general sense, but to keep some
professional distance. I said that is ridiculous - I'm going to have close friends in the
church - and there have been times that has meant very deep pain. On the other hand,
I can't be a truly effective pastor without that. Interestingly today the vast majority of
pastors agree with me and have deep friends in their church. When we allow ourselves
to truly care for others, it takes our eyes off ourselves and our problems.

I^ Praying with joy is transforming for others Phil 1 ;4
Cy Our frustrating circumstances don't have to dictate our attitudes ~ our difficult situations

don't have to take away our joy and hopeCAs we focus on what others are doing for Jesus
and what God is doing in their lives, it actually helps to positively transform our own
thoughts and attitudes. There is a third encouragement we see in our passage today. I
consider this a spiritual discipline. We see it mentioned in v 4 and then illustrated in v 9-11.
I'm going to call it "praying with joy". READ v 4. What does it mean to "pray with joy"
for others. Often when we pray for others it is for their difficult circumstances -1 asked you
to pray for my ankle to be healed when I broke it. I asked you to pray I could overcome
some obstacles so I could serve Jesus more effectively. We often pray for people's health,
safety, direction in life, that they will repent & become Christians, that relationships will be
healed, that injustice will be righted, that the persecuted church will be sustained. These are
all good and important prayers. They are driven by what someone lacks and they are an
expression of our love!

But that is NOT the kind of prayers spoken of here. In fact you may never have intentionally
prayed this kind of prayer. "Prayers of joy" are where we are excited about what we have
spiritually seen in another person and, in our excitement, we ask Jesus to give them more of
what they already have. It is really a fun prayer to do - a prayer ofjoy. Let's pretend that I
preach such a powerful message today that it helps you take an amazing step forward
spiritually. You are just over the top excited. You might thank me or you might thank Jesus
for the message. But the prayer ofjoy goes beyond "thanks" to ask God to give me even
more wisdom and insight in the future - not because you think I am lacking it or will lose it
in the future - but because this is a strength you want me to have even more of.

A. Pray their abundant love may grow in wisdom Phil 1:9
So take v 9. READ v 9. Paul prays that their love will become even stronger -
"abound more and more" - but it is not because their love was lacking. He was
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praying this because they already excelled in love - it already abounded. Now He is
asking God to multiple it even more. It's like praying that the Olympic athletes would
do even better than a gold medal. Why - because it is so valuable, exciting and
special. And Paul adds prayer for a greater richness to that love - that their actions of
love be grounded more and more in God's wisdom and knowledge. Let's practice this
right now - picture a loving or generous Christian - now pray positively for the Lord
to increase their love or generosity "Wow Lord I am so thankful for Sally's
generosity to VBS t jet her generosity abound even more — supply her with far
more to share with your work." Isn't that an exciting prayer! Think of the positive
transformation that will come to the other person whom God is alreadv richly working
in! That is the prayer of joy - it really is exciting! If you are asking because of some
lack you see or you want to receive from that person then it won't have a positive
effect on your life.

I truly thank God for all of you. That is truly a prayer ofjoy when I come back
because I always am reminded of the good things you are already doing and I want
God to increase those. It is opposite of me praying for your weak points to get
stronger. That can be a powerful prayer, but it isn't this prayer of joy.

B. Pray they may know what is best to do in compassion Phil l:IOa
We continue in v 10. READ v 10a. Again we are asking God to add to something
they are already doing good. They are already compassionate - "Lord make that
compassion even more special by helping them to discern what Is best" There is no
sense they are messing up now - this is not misguided or sentimental love. We are
asking God to magnify the good stuff and make it even better.

C. Pray they may continue to overcome temptation & finish well Phil 1:1 Ob
We continue in v 10 - READ v 10b. "Pure and blameless" here means that they
continue to live the Christ honoring life they are now living until Jesus returns. We are
praying that they continue to overcome the various temptations of life and finish well.
We aren't praying that because they are flirting with sin or walked away from the
church. Those are needed prayers, but they wouldn't be this prayer ofjoy - that would
be a prayer of love from a broken heart. Again this simple prayer for the faithful is
powerful but it also brings such joy to us. "May my mom and dad, brother and
sister, coworker and fellow student be pure and blameless until the day of
Christ." Imagine the power of Jesus unleashed in a person's life when we're praying
like this. It truly is transformational - for them and for us!

Finishing well is extremely important. Some of our US swimmers are reminding us of
the devastation of lies and not finishing well. If you damage, vandalize & trash a
place, don't ask for sympathy because someone stood up to you and demanded you
pay for the damage. You're the bully and bullies need to be stood up to. I don't know
about you, but any physical accomplishments they may have done have been totally
undone because they didn't finish well. Pr^^hat for the stroirgmotqusL^fee-weak.



D. Pray for recognition of good qualities on Jesus can produce Phil 1:11
And finally, pray that those around us can see the positive results of Jesus' work in
their lives. Let's read v II, picking up the subject from v 10 "so that you may be ...
filled with the fruit of righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ — to the
glory and praise of God." "Fruit of righteousness" refers to the positive qualities
that come through a life being truly transformed by Jesus. The translators' handbook
says this phrase refers to "truly good qualities which only Jesus Christ can
produce," This is not something you and I can get for ourselves but it is something
only Jesus can produce. Paul is picturing his beloved friends like a fruitful orchard
where all the trees are just loaded with fruit - only in this case it is not apples, pears or
bananas, but their lives just explode with love, joy peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfrxlness and self-control. This prayer is asking that the other person
recognize those positives Jesus is doing in their lives and that this "fruit", or these
positive qualities, may multiply even more. Our goal here is not just that you repent,
believe and surrender to start a genuine relationship with Jesus, but that each of you be
transformed inside and sold out to advance Jesus' work in this world. The "prayer of
joy" speeds that up for the faithful!

So as you hit really challenging or painful times in your life, your natural response will be
frustration, concern, self-focus and discouragement. But Jesus wants to then lead you a different
way. Your circumstances don't need to control your attitudes or perspective - our frustrating
situations don't have to take away our joy and hope. Instead we actually want to focus on
others. Today we've especially been encouraged to be thankful for those who are actively
serving Jesus and then to pray prayers of joy for them - not for what they lack, but a
multiplication of what they are doing well. In the process of focusing on others this way, we areactually transform^ gaining more joy, hope and faitl|^I really do thank God for all of you.
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